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Preface

Every contributor to this book is either a conductor or has had considerable professional experience with conductors. A few are also academics, but many continue to make their livelihood as conductors and most of us had to juggle the task of writing with the daily routines of rehearsals, concerts, recordings and tours. This book was a truly collaborative effort and I am grateful to all of the contributors not only for such probing insights into the art of conducting, but also for being so willing to engage in discussion about who would say what, and how we would manage the various styles and perspectives of contributors. I apologize for taking you away from the music, but it was my privilege to work with such great musicians.

Asking so many professional musicians to contribute, of course, was a risk. Many were first-time writers and nervous about tone, referencing systems, and, most importantly, about what to say. As working conductors, there was little academic detachment. While this resulted in a variety of voices and many disagreements, it has the tremendous advantage of truly illuminating the history and role of the conductor. In the end, I resisted the editor’s natural urge to make every chapter sound the same; I could not make the orchestral player, the soloist, the studio producer, the manager, and the choral conductor all speak with the same voice. What remains is not one, but many unique views into the world of conductors and conducting.

Many topics came up repeatedly. Everyone agreed that most of a conductor’s work occurs in rehearsal and there was remarkable agreement about best practice, although the regular reminders that conductors should speak up, learn a few names and end on time suggests that none of these is yet common practice. There was little agreement, however, about marking parts for the performers. Positions at the extremes ranged from travelling with your own set of performance parts (including a back-up set) to allowing the orchestra to bow their own parts. These, and all the positions in between, were rooted in practical experience. Arriving with parts for each player which already contain the conductor’s preferred bowings and dynamics saves time in a tight schedule. Others, though, questioned the psychology of telling a group of professionals, generally more skilled on their own instrument than the conductor, how to create a sound: individual players (especially when performing in their own hall for a guest conductor) may know best. This issue came up in nine different chapters in all manner of guises and nothing better illuminates how practice can reveal important cultural and historical
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differences; recommendations about marking parts intersect with discus-
sions of studio and live recordings, guest conducting, whether the soloist
should directly address the orchestra, and how European and American
orchestras differ. (American orchestras are more likely to use and keep new
sets of parts for each new conductor while many European orchestras still
use the parts they used in the nineteenth century – Mengelberg’s blue pen-
cil markings can still be found on Concertgebouw music stands.) I have,
in many cases, included cross-references to other chapters where the same
topic is discussed, often from a different perspective.

The book is divided into three sections, but all of them mix practical
insight with some historical perspective. While the first section deals with
practice per se, it mixes information about rehearsals and studio seating
with discussion of how rehearsal techniques have changed and how differ-
ent conductors approach studio work. There is plenty of advice, but also
discussion of why conductors do the things they do.

The middle historical section is not a who’s who of conducting. While
most of the major figures are mentioned, the aim is to tell the stories of how
conducting developed in different places and how this influenced national
and even individual practice. While it is certainly true that modern jet
travel and recordings have gradually homogenized the world’s orchestras,
there are still differences in practice and sound and there is little question
that through the middle of the twentieth century many orchestras (Berlin,
Leningrad, and Philadelphia, for example) played with a sound tied to both
the region and the conductor. The aim here is not to define schools, but to
analyze the history of conducting in a new way.

The final section concentrates on a range of issues confronting mod-
ern conducting, from how to create a coherent concert program to what
a manager does. Again the practical is mixed with the historical. While
there is disagreement about whether conducting technique has “improved”
and whether or not it is easier to conduct an orchestra now than it was
for Berlioz, all agree that technique has changed. Should modern conduct-
ing technique be used when leading players holding eighteenth-century
instruments? While this is a model of the typical academic question (as it
is relatively easy to argue either side), conductors, in the end, must make
decisions that have interpretative consequences. Academics, pundits, and
critics can contemplate various options from the safety of the aisle seat, but
a performer can only commit to one approach at a time. Other challenges
to modern conducting include a radically different relationship with con-
temporary music, the job of Artistic Director, and the marginal acceptance
of women as conductors.

While there are plenty of textbooks on conducting and biographies of
conductors, this book attempts to bridge that gap. It is my hope that the
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combination of practical details (how not to start a rehearsal with a major orchestra) with a fresh look at the musical, social, and economic history of conducting will together provide students and anyone interested in conducting with new insight.

Despite all of the excellent contributions, I am responsible for all shortcomings and errors, and only hope my efforts have done justice to the work assembled here. I am grateful to Penny Souster and her team at Cambridge and to Dorothy Biondi, at Georgetown, who somehow managed to keep the wolves at bay long enough for me to finish. My thanks to everyone who contributed and supported me during this effort, especially Nancy, Naomi and Molly.
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